We report on a detailed study of the optical response and Tc − ρ phase diagram (Tc being the superconducting critical temperature and ρ the normal state resistivity of the film) of granular aluminum, combining transport measurements and a high resolution optical spectroscopy technique. The Tc − ρ phase diagram is discussed as resulting from an interplay between the phase stiffness, the Coulomb repulsion and the superconducting gap ∆. We provide a direct evidence for two different types of well resolved sub-gap absorptions, at ω1 ∆ and at ∆ ω2 2∆ (decreasing with increasing resistivity) PACS numbers:
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I. INTRODUCTION
In principle, superconductors are perfect mirrors and no optical absorptions are expected to be observed below twice the superconducting gap, 2∆
1 (for a fully gapped s-wave symmetry). Indeed, amplitude fluctuations of the superconducting order parameter are expected to give rise to a (scalar) mode at 2∆, decoupled from electromagnetic waves and the dispersive phase fluctuation (Goldstone) mode 2,3 transforms into a non-dispersive plasma mode, well above the superconducting gap, in presence of unscreened long range Coulomb interactions 4, 5 . However, an excess of optical absorption below 2∆ has been observed in various disordered superconductors. In NbN and InO, this excess has been attributed to the existence of an amplitude (Higgs) mode 6 which could turn into a sub-gap excitation in the vicinity of a quantum critical point (while approaching a superconductor-to-insulator transition). Alternatively, in granular aluminum, this effect has been discussed as an evidence for Goldstone modes 7 turned into a sub-gap excitation due to the coupling of the linear dispersion with a characteristic finite momentum set in by disorder.
We present here a detailed study of the electrodynamic properties of a series of granular aluminum thin films, combining transport measurements and sub-THz optical spectroscopy. Granular aluminum is formed of superconducting nanometric grains of pure aluminum coupled by Josephson barriers through aluminum oxide, and can be tuned from a superconductor to an insulator by varying the Josephson coupling. The superconductinginsulator transition is reached when the aluminum oxide barriers are too large, preventing a phase coherence to develop throughout all grains 8 . The superconducting critical temperature then presents a dome shape [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , which origin is still debated, with a critical temperature, T c reaching 2-3 K (depending on grain size morphology) at the maximum of the dome , that is significantly higher than the T c ∼ 1 K of pure aluminum.
Our optical spectroscopy technique, combining an optical dilution fridge (with a base temperature of ∼100 mK) with a Martin-Puplett spectrometer of high resolution (1 GHz) from 0 GHz to 300 GHz enabled us to observe two different types of sub-gap optical absorptions. We observe a first series of well defined absorption peaks at a frequency ω 1 of the order of ∆ and a second larger peak at a frequency ω 2 which decreases progressively from ∼ 2∆ towards ∼ ∆ as the superconductor-insulator transition is approached. The onset of those sub-gap absorptions occurs in the vicinity of the maximum of the superconducting dome, for 100-1000 µΩ.cm room temperature resistivity. In the same resistivity range we observed (i) a change from a positive to negative temperature dependence of the normal state resistivity, (ii) an increase of the coupling strength ratio ∆/T c from ∼ 1.78 to ∼ 2.10, and, (iii) we estimate that the phase stiffness J falls below the geometrical Coulomb repulsion energy. Finally we show that the insulating regime is reached when ∆ ∼ J.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
We performed optical spectroscopy and transport measurements on ten samples from low (sample #A) to high (sample #J) room-temperature resistivity, spanning the phase diagram of granular aluminum from superconductor to insulator. The partial oxygen pressure was increased from samples #A to #J while e-beam evaporating aluminum at 0.3 nm/second on sapphire substrates held at room temperature. A study of the films structure prepared in similar conditions allows us to estimate that the grain size is of the order of ∼3-4 nm in our films 11 .
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The films are 20 nm thick except sample #H that is 30 nm thick and sample #J that is 50 nm thick. On each film, a 3 mm×0.4 mm rectangle has been lithographied in order to perform resistivity measurements. Table I lists the different samples. The optical spectroscopy technique used here is inspired by millimeter astrophysics observation techniques 15, 16 . For each granular aluminum composition, from sample #A to #H, superconducting microwave resonators were lithographied and cooled down to 100 mK in an optical dilution fridge (those measurements could not be performed in sample #I and #J for which the resistivity remains finite down to the lowest temperatures). The optical spectroscopy measurements consisted in monitoring the resonators resonance frequencies f while varying the optical incident photon energy. The energy of the incident photon was spanned from 0 to 3 THz with a resolution of ∼1 GHz thanks to a Fourier-Transform spectrometer with a 300 K black body radiation source. An optical low pass filter in the dilution fridge limits the incident photon range to 300 GHz. Figure 1 presents the resonators design and a schematic view of the experimental set-up employed to perform the optical spectroscopy measurements.
The resonance frequency f = 1/(2π √ LC) is of the order of few GHz (from 2 to 6 GHz) and is varied from one resonator to another by varying the capacitor fingers length (see panel (b) of figure 1). The inductance is identical for all the resonators and can be decomposed in a geometric and a kinetic part: L = L g + L k . The shift of the resonance frequency is due to the change of the kinetic inductance that is inversely proportional to the superfluid density n s 15,17 :
where
) is the kinetic inductance ratio. The superfluid density may be affected through two different mechanisms by an incident photon hν. First, when hν > 2∆, the incident photon may break Cooper pairs 15 . Second, for hν < 2∆, superconductors are usually considered as perfect mirrors. One key point of this latter mechanism is the photon absorption. To be absorbed, the energy of an incident photon has to match the energy of a superconducting collective mode. When the photon is absorbed, the superfluid current density J increases, decreasing the superfluid density n s 18,19 , leading to an increase of the kinetic inductance L k , which can be written as [18] [19] [20] :
where J * is proportional to the critical current J c (J * = 2/3 3/2 J c in thin films). J 2 * sets the incident power scale for which this second mechanism may be observed. This value lowers with the superfluid density (while approaching the superconductor-to-insulator transition for example). Some of us observed this second mechanism in amorphous indium oxide resonators where the collective modes at play were higher-order resonance (surface plasma) modes 21 . For each granular aluminum film from #A to #H the optical response displayed is an average over all the functional resonators and corresponds to a Fourier-Transform of the measurements (the individual resonators' responses are displayed in the appendix). The amplitude of the frequency shift is uncorrected from the incoming source energy distribution and thus is given in arbitrary units.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Transport measurements
As shown in Figure 2 , a superconductor to insulator transition is visible on the resistivity measurements. The room temperature resistivity increases from sample #A to sample #J. From samples #A to #D, situated on the left side of the critical superconducting temperature dome, a (mainly) positive slope of the resistivity with temperature is observed and superconductivity develops at low temperature with T c progressively rising up to ∼ 2K (see Figure 3) . As previously reported 11, [22] [23] [24] , a change to a negative slope of the resistivity with temperature is observed in samples #E to #J (right side of the critical superconducting temperature dome) but superconductivity (null resistance) still develops at low temperature in samples #E to #H. This change in dρ/dT may be due either to weak localisation effects 25 or to an interplay between electron-phonon coupling and disorder [26] [27] [28] .
Finally, the temperature dependence of the resistivity in sample #I and #J can be well described by a R ∝ exp(T 0 /T ) α law (with α ∼ 0.25 − 0.35) both below and above the dip at 1.2K, clearly indicating that those films are insulating, at least down to 400mK. As theoretically foreseen 8 and previously observed 29, 30 , this dip is a probable reminiscence of local superconductivity in the grains and occurs at the critical temperature of pure aluminum T c ∼ 1.2 K (inflection point of the resistive transitions, preliminary resistivity measurements -not presented here -show that the dip disappears for increasing magnetic field, supporting this interpretation). This observation is puzzling as it is often believed that small aluminum grains may have a critical temperature larger than the bulk value 31 . The dip occurring at 1.2K could hence be the signature of the presence of big clusters of well coupled grains but it may also indicate that the enhanced critical temperature in granular aluminum requires an alternative explanation than shell effects (note that measurements on individual nanometer-scale aluminum particules indicated a constant superconducting gap value, uncorrelated with the radius of the particules 32 ). As shown in Figure 3 , the superconducting transitions are pretty stiff for the samples situated on the left side of the T c -dome, i.e. displaying a (mainly) positive slope of the temperature dependence of the resitivity, and broaden in the samples situated on the right side of the T c -dome (with a negative slope of the temperature depen-dence of the resistivity). The critical temperatures have then been defined as the inflection point of the resistive transitions (black disks in Fig.3 ). The bottom part of the figure displays the critical temperatures versus room temperature resistivity. Figure 4 displays the phase diagram of granular aluminum, presenting the evolution with resistivity of the different energies at play. Following reference 14 , panel (a) displays the critical temperature, the superconducting gap (deduced from our optical measurements, see below), the phase stiffness, and the Coulomb repulsion energy. The phase stiffness of the superconducting condensate determines the phase coherence of the condensate and corresponds to the Josephson energy in the case of a network of Josephson Junctions. At zero temperature, J can first be evaluated through J ∆ = 4e 2 π∆ Rsq 7,8,12,14 where R sq is the thin film surface resistance per square (labelled J ∆ in Figure 4 ). J is also related to the kinetic inductance of the superconducting resonators
B. Phase diagram
. By comparing their reso-
−1/2 , to frequencies obtained by radio-frequency electromagnetic simulations we determined L k 21 and thus the phase stiffness labelled J L k . Those two J values agree with each other very well. The measured data show that superconductivity is suppressed at the superconducting-insulating transition, when the phase stiffness becomes smaller than the superconducting gap.
The Coulomb repulsion energy E c , i.e the bare geometrical charging energy, that is the energy cost to transfer an electron from grain to grain, increases with the resistivity 12 . This charging energy can be estimated for a resistivity corresponding to grains just decoupled through one unit cell of the aluminum oxide barrier by 12 : E c = e 2 4π 0 r d s s+d/2 where r ∼ 8.5 is the relative dielectric constant of aluminum oxide, s ∼ 0.5 nm correspond to one atomic layer of the insulating barrier and d is the grain size. Taking d ∼ 3-6 nm for one to two merging grains 11 , one obtains E c ∼ 100 ± 50 K, which is close to the phase stiffness J at the dome maximum.
Granular aluminum films may be described as disordered arrays of Josephson junctions connecting the grains. The phase diagram of granular aluminum can be interpreted as resulting from an interplay between the different energy scales that are the phase stiffness, the Coulomb repulsion and the superconducting gap 34 . In the metallic regime, for room temperature resistivity ρ 100 µΩ.cm, when superconductivity establishes, all electrons condensate and form one wave function with a unique phase. The phase is rigid with a phase stiffness J that is orders of magnitude higher than both the Coulomb repulsion energy E c and the superconducting gap ∆ (see Fig. 4a ). In the vicinity of the superconduct- ing dome maximum, for 100 ρ 1000 µΩ.cm, the phase stiffness falls below the Coulomb repulsion energy. Note that the Coulomb repulsion energy E c is not a relevant energy on a microscopic scale as electron tunneling between the grains leads to a renormalization of E c down to a smaller effective Coulomb energy
34,36Ẽ
c ∼ ∆ 2 /J. However, experimentally J < E c seems to coincide with the onset of sub-gap absorptions, a change from a positive to negative temperature dependence of the normal state resistivity, and an increase of the coupling strength ratio ∆/T c from ∼ 1.78 to ∼ 2.10. In line with reference 35 we suggest that forẼ c < J < E c phase fluctuations develop leading to a decrease of T c . Eventually, when J <Ẽ c , Coulomb blockade localises the Cooper pairs within the grains, turning the system into an insulator 8, 34 . The superconductor-insulator transition is theoretically expected to be reached for J/Ẽ c ∼ 1 i.e. for J ∼ ∆, which corresponds to a surface resistance per square equals to the quantum of resistance h/(2e) 2 ∼ 6.4 kΩ. Indeed, the sheet resistance of the first insulating sample is 5.7 kΩ.
C. Optical response and Sub-gap optical absorptions
In Figure 5 we show the optical response of superconducting granular aluminum films. Twice the superconducting gap value 2∆ is directly determined from the abrupt increases of the frequency shift as the photon energy hν reaches 2∆ (pair breaking). Below 2∆ the superfluid response evolves from a feature-less response for samples #A and #B to a response with strong sub-gap features for samples #E to #H. Samples #C and #D show an intermediate response. Our results are consistent with the excess of optical absorption observed previously below twice the superconducting gap in granular aluminum 7 (and other disordered superconductors 6 ). This excess of optical absorption as been interpreted as a Goldstone mode 7 of the superconducting order parameter. As we do show here that those sub-gap absorptions onset for J ∼ E c and strengthen for J < E c , we confirm that they are much probably related to phase fluctuations of the superconducting order parameter.
However, it is important to note that -thanks to a higher energy resolution of our spectrometer and lower working temperature -we can resolve the existence of two different types of features, occurring at ω 1 and ω 2 (see figure 5 ). Both the energy position and the shape of those absorption peaks are clearly different. As shown in panel (c) of figure 4, ω 1 remains on the order of Optical spectroscopy responses of superconducting granular aluminum films. For increasing resistivity from sample #A to #H, frequency shift at ∼100 mK as a function of the incident photon energy hν. The dash line indicates the mid-height position of the 2∆-threshold, the shaded area corresponds to the 10%-90% height area but for sample #C due to an excess of optical absorption just below twice the superconducting gap. Below 2∆ two different types of sub-gap absorptions are observed at ω1 and at ω2. ∆ (slightly lower) in all measured samples. This ω 1 -feature is rather an assembly of more-or-less distinguishable sharp features spread over few tens of GHz (the ω 1 dash line indicates the mid-position of the features, and the distribution is underlined by the shaded area). In reference 37 this absorption has been attributed to a two dimensional plasma phase mode. In two dimensional superconducting films plasma oscillations are expected to occur for discrete momentum values k n = n × 2π/L and energy ω n where n is an integer and L is the length of the thin film/resonator (predicted 38, 39 and observed 40 ). Those surface plasma modes correspond to the higher order resonance modes of a superconducting resonator and saturate at the two dimensional plasma frequency where the number of resonances then diverges 37 . In reference 37 an analytical plasma dispersion established from a network of Josephson Jonction model estimates a plasma frequency of 68 GHz from the n = 1 and n = 3 resonances mode measured on a granular aluminium film with ρ = 4000µΩ.cm, in very good agreement with our observation. However, note that the multiple peak structure of ω 1 remains unexplained within this scenario.
On the other hand, the ω 2 -feature is a broad response the maximum of which is indicated by a dash-line in figure 5 . This feature is only clearly distinguishable in three samples: #E, #F and #G (the excess of optical response just below 2∆ in samples #C and #D may be attributed to this ω 2 -feature), and clearly decreases from ∼ 2∆ down to almost ∆ as the sample resistivity increases, tending towards J at the superconductor-toinsulator transition (see panel (b) of figure 4). The origin of this feature remains to be explained.
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we explored the superconducting critical temperature dome shape of granular aluminum by combined state-of-the art optical spectroscopy and resistivity measurements. In the vicinity of the dome maximum, we evidenced a superconducting coupling modification from ∆/T c ∼ 1.78 to ∆/T c ∼ 2.10. Within the same region, we observe the occurrence of sub-gap features in the optical response, the change from a positive to negative temperature slope of the resistivity, and we estimate that the phase stiffness falls below the Coulomb energy. We evidenced two types of sub-gap excitations below twice the superconducting gap 2∆ and studied their evolution with resistivity.
